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ABSTRACT

The horizontal axis wind turbine under study in- A selection of subsequent pow-er-on test results

cor_rates the combination of two features: TSe with emphasis on str_ral and yaw dynamics

application of blade cyclic pitch variation and

the use of_vaw angle control for rotor speed and

tor_Tae regulation. Due to its "emasculation"

by passive cyclic pitch variation the rotor can

be rapidly yawed without encountering gyroscopic

and aerodynamic hub moments and wl_£1_out noticeable

out-of-plane blade excursions. The two bladed

upwind rotor is vane stabilized and of very simple

and rL1_ged design. The principle was first checked

out with a small scale wind tunnel model and then

tested it the atmosphere with a 7.6 meter diameter

experiment_fullyinstrumented wind turbine driv-

ing a_ phase alternator. The rotor to tail vane

furl angle was controlled through an electric

actsator by a manually operated toggle switch

overr_d-en-Sy an automatic rotor overspeed relay.

The _aper summarizes the test results with respect

to structural dynamics and yaw dynamics.

NOMENCLATURE

A Rotor disk area

A Tail vane area

I T Machine moment of inertia about yaw axis

p Rotgrpower
R Rotor radius

T Rotor Torque

V Wind speed

C Blade chord

CL_ Tail vane lift slope
Rotor power coefficient (2P/QAV 3)

Cp
2)C Rotor torque coefficient (T/QAR(f_R)

a Q Rotor angle of attack

_T Tail vane orientation

_TO instantaneous wind direction change
at tail vane

Damping ratio

l Tip speed ratio (f_V)

p Air density

o Blade solidity ratio (2C.7/_R)

T Cyclic pitch amplitude

Rotor angular speed

Undamped natural yaw frequency

Damped natural yaw frequency
n

INTRODUCTION

The bewildering variety of wind t_bine confi_/ur-

stions now in operation is a sign of a lack of

maturity of this technology. In the course of

time most of these configurations will undoubtedly

fall by the wayside and only a few will survive.

Meanwhile one more configuration of a horizontal

axis wind turbine has been added and tested for

several months in the atmosphere. Initial power-

off test results are reported in Reference i.

*Presented at the Second DOE/NASA Wind Turbine

Dynamics WorMshop, February 24-26, 1981 in

Cleveland, Ohio.

are given in this paper. Continued testing

is planned for the spring of 1981.

THE NE_ CONFIGURATION

In order to place the new configuration within the

frame work of preceding designs, let us first

look at the various possible ways of power and

rotor speed control for horizontal axis machines.

Power and RPM Limitation By

i. Blade

2. Blade

3. Blade

4. Rapid

stall, automatic brake

feathering

Unfeathering (enhanced stall)

rotor yawing, cyclic pitch

The first method is applicable if an induction

generator is used with nearly constant RPM im-

posed by the electric grid. At fixed blade

pitch setting and increasing wind speed the

rotor power will reach a maximum and then de-

cline leading ultimately to deep blade stall.

In case of power cut-out the rotor will overspaed

unless speed limited by an automatic mechanical

or aer6dynamlcbrake. While this system is

sfmpie it requires an over designed generator

and drive system and a powerful brake.

The second method is widely used and effective

for both power-on and power-off conditions.

It needs variable pitch blades and an automatic

pitch control mechanism. The implementation

of this method is complex and costly.

The third method enhances blade stall both power-

on and power-off. The power peak remains high

and requires an over designed generator and

drive system. The blade pitch varying mechanism

adds to the complexity and cost.

The fourth method of rapid rotor yawing using

cyclic pitch variation is the one to be dis-

cussed here. Let us now look a t the .various

possible means of generating a yawing moment.

Yawing Moment By

i. Yaw gear, up or downwind rotor

2. Tail vane, upwind rotor

3. Rotor control, up or downwind rotor

4. Rotor self yawing, downwind rotor

The first method is used in many mediumand

large units. The yaw rate is low so that the

rotor position lags behind wind direction changes.

In some designs the yaw gear drive is powered by

a paddle wheel with an axis perpendicular to
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the rotor axis. In other designs the yaw gear is

driven by a servo motor receiving signals from

wind direction plck-ups.

The second method is widely used for smaller units.

Because of the gyroscopic and aerodynamic hub

moments rapid wind following due to the tail vane

can be a problem with respect to loads and vibra-

tions, particularly for fast turning two bladed

rotors. Our experimental wind turbine is tail

vane stabilized and two bladed. It is subjected

to high yaw rates. Due to the feature of passive

cyclic pitch variation to be explained later,

the rotor is "emasculated". Gyroscopic moments

are balanced by aerodynamic moments from cyclic

pitch variation and do not load up the hub or

rotor shaft. The out-of-plane blade motions asso-

ciated with the cyclic pitch varia£i0n are Very

small. There is no blade feathering mechanism.

The third method of yawing the rotor by active

rotor cyclic pitch controls has been suggested

in Reference 2 but has so far not been implemented.

The fourth method is limited to downwind rotors

and has become quite popular. Its implementation

requires a good understanding of rotor aero-

dynamics. Dynamic overshooting and large off-

center equilibrium positions have been observed.

Figure 1 is a schematic plan view of the experi-

mental wind turbine configuration with the de-

fi_itlon of rotor angle of attack _, yaw angle

90- - e and furl angle. Though not quite correct,

the furl angle, that is the angle between tail

vane boom and rotor axis, has been assumed to

be equal to the yaw angle. The furl_angle could

be varied between zero and almost 90 ° with the

help of a linear electric actuator with a constant

furl rate of 15 degrees per second. A toggle

switch was used for starting, stopping and re-

versing the actuator motion. An automatic over-

speed relay could override the manual switch in

the direction of increasing furl angle. The actu-

ator motion stopped when the overspeed condition

terminated, or when the furl limit switch was

tripped. Unfurling was then accomplished by

manual operation of the toggle switch.

The 7.6 meter (25 foot) diameter turbine was driv-

ing a 3 phase alternator with a rectifier that

produced up to 220 volt DC. A resistance load

of 6.0 ohm resulted at 22 miles per hour wind

velocity in an electric power output of 8.0 KW.

The alternator torque input increases very closely

with the second power of the RPM. Thus the wind

turbine operated at all wind speeds and furl

angles with a constant torque coefficient.

SMALL SCALE WIND TUNNEL MODEL STUDIES

The study of the new configuration began with

some small scale wind tunnel model tests. Figure

2(a) shows an axial view of the model rotor.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show side views. The hub

can swivel freely about the two pins. The blades

are attached to the hub with a small fixed prelag

angle with respect to the swivel axis. The rota-

tional deflection about the swivel axis is almost

equal to the cyclic pitch deflection of the blade

pair which is accompanied by a small out-of-

plane teeter delfection. Because of the absence

of any control mechanism the hub is very simple.

The blades are retained by bending flexures.

Only autorotational conditions could be tested.

The following table gives the main data for

the wind tunnel model and for the atmospheric

test machine.

Table 1

Model and Full Scale Parameters

Model Full Scale

Rotor Diameter inch 17.2 300

Blade Chord, inch 1.0 12 to 4

Blade Solidity Ratio .075 .032(at .7R)

Blade Twist, degrees 0 9.5

Blade Airfoil, NACA 0015 4425 to 4412

Blade Lock Number _.4 7._
Blade Prelag Angle 23 ° 23

Cyclic Pitch Stops +9 ° +13 °

Reference Rotor RPM 5800 325

Reynolds Number for .7R 50,000 640,000

Since blade Lock number and blade prelag angle

are approximately the same for model and full

scale rotor, blade cyclic pitch dynamics are,

outside of the blade stall regime,the same despite

the differences in geometry. The measured quan-

tities were wind speed, rotor speed and yaw

angle. The furl angle (see Figure i) could

only be changed between runs and not during

operation. The mQdel was tested both with tail

vane (Figure 2(b) ") and without tail vane (Figure

2(c)) at fixed yaw angles. Figure 3 shows the

speed ratio V/_R vs. yaw angle in autorotation

for about zero blade pitch angle setting. The

model data are corrected for a .7R Reynolds

number of 50,000 since not all tests were run at

this Reynolds number. The results of the full

scale power-off tests at a Reynolds number of

640,000 are also shown. The dash line refers

to the results of NACA tests at zero blade pitch

setting and with a Reynolds number of 620,000,

Reference 3. The NACA test results represent

a smooth continuation of the curve for our atmos-

pheric test rotor. The model, due to the lower

Reynolds number and higher blade solidity, oper-

ates at much higher speed ratio V/_R and ex-

hibits at 50 ° yaw angle a discontinuity in the

curve, which is apparently caused by blade stall.

The small scale model tests demonstrated smooth

operation of the two bladed rotor with passive

cyclic pitch variation up to yaw angles of 50

degrees, good controllability _f the RPM by
yawing, easy starting up to 50 yaw angle, good

damping of yaw transients and the capability

of high yaw rat_ without noticeable vibrations.

In the original configuration of the model rotor

an instability occurred with zero yaw angle

at a wind speed of 24 miles per hour correspond-

ing to 2100 RPM. Just prior to the onset of

the instability the cyclic pitch amplitude was

small and the rotor ran smoothly. Suddenly

cyclic pitch stop pounding was observed with

an estimated frequency of I0 to 20 Hz. The

RPM rapidly dropped to about one-third and the
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tip path plane was strongly warped indicating

that the cyclic pitch frequency was different

from hhe usual IP. The condition persisted until

the tunnel speed was reduced to 12 miles per hour.

The onset of the instability was, in repeated

tests, always exactly at 24 miles per hour.

i _ _i£:_was the instability relatedsuspected that was

to the fact that, for the model, the blade coning

frequency was quite low due to the blade retention

........ flexures. These flexures were reinforced in order

to appreciably raise the blade coning frequency.

The model was then operated at zero yaw angle

up to 28 miles per hour wind speed corresponding

to 2500 RPM without encountering the instability.

At 28 miles per hour the model was yawed whereby

the rotor speed dropped at 45 degrees yaw angle

to 1450 RPM. When yawing further beyond 50 de-

grees the §top pounding instability reoccurred but

could he removed by yawing the rotor back to

_ _z: smaller yaw angles. The observed effect of the
coning mode frequency on the instability proves

that a coupling between the rigid body blade mode

a_d the coning mode is involved. Blade stall must

als0 be a Contributor, otherwise the two modes

could _ot _oupie, theconing mode being syrmmetri-

cal_ the rigid body mode being asymmetrical. The

full scale rotor was tested up to 36 miles per

hou_ wind speed and up to 80 degrees yaw angle

without encountering the instability. Presumably

it was not stalled in this test range. The coning

fre_aency is high, see Figure 8.

n 1:1
The model instability may be related to a pheno-

menon observed With the NASA DOE MOD-Omachlne

in Lhe configuration with teetering untwisted

blades reported in Reference 4. The MOD-O oper-

a_@d for these tests at substantially lower RPM

than normal and closer to blade stall. Stop

pounding of the teetering motion occurred repeat-

edly after encountering a gust. The stop pounding

condition persisted after passing of the gust

and could only be removed by feathering the blades.

Stop pounding has also occurred in two bladed

teeherlng helicopter rotors and has caused the

destruction of rotors in flight. Conditions with

deep stall should be avoided in teetering rotors.

ANALYSIS OF STEADY STATE YAW CHARACTERISTICS

The analytical studies were conducted in support

of the design for the atmospheric test equipment.

Figure 4 shows the effect of yaw angle on the

power coefficient C . The curves are labelled

according to the rotor angle of attack (90 °

minus yaw angle, see Figure 1). The graphs have

been estimated with the method of Reference 5,

correcting for the opposite blade twist and for

dynamic stall effects. Similar graphs based on

analysis are given in Reference 6, based on tests

in Reference 7, The cubic curve C^/O = .008 re-

presents approximately the power r_quired coeffi-

cient for the 3 phase alternator. The operational

points for the various yaw angles, indicated by

circles, are the intersections of the power re-

quired and _P_oer available curves. At zero yaw

_ngle (_ = 90 ) the machine operates with maximum

power coefficient. The tip speed ratio f_R/V is

constant up to rated wind speed, the RPM then

varies in proportion to the wind speed. Beyond

rated wind speed the RPM and power is kept con-

stant by yawing the wind turbine out of the

wind. The power coefficient is now smaller

and less than the maximum for a given yaw angle.

ANALYSIS OF YAW TRANSIENTS

Yaw transients are easy to compute since one

can assume that the emasculated rotor does not

resist a yawing motion. The undamped natural

frequency in yaw depends only on the tail vane

parameters.

%
- (CL(IqATh/I)

The yaw damping ratio is

- _h/2V

The natural frequency of the damped yawing mohion

is

= (1 - _2)_
n

For the test maghine: A = 12.5 ft 2, C = 3.0

I = 370 slug ft-, h = 15_5 ft. A wake _actor

of .7 was assumed to obtain the lift slope.

For V = 21 miles per hour (9.5 meter per second)

and standard sea level density one obtains

= 1.31 rad/s, _ = .33
n

The yaw response to a unit step input of wind

direction change is shown in Figure 5. The new

wind direction is reached after 1.5 seconds and

there is a 30% overshoot. After 4 seconds the

machine is practically aligned with the new

wind direction and stays aligned. The maximum

yaw rate is .6_ TO rad/sec.

It is of interest to establish the effect of

upscaling of the machine. From the given expres-

sions it follows for geometric similarity and

assuming that masses increase with the cube

of the length dimension:

The natural yaw frequency increases in

proportion to wind speed.

The natural yaw frequency is inversely

proportional to the length dimension.

o The yaw damping ratio is independent of

wind velocity and of scale.

o The damping ratio increases with h(hA_/I) %.

For given geometry a light tail boom _ives

a high damping ratio.

One can easily show that for the rotor, assuming

the cube law for the masses, the natural frequen-

cies are also inversely proportional to the

length dimension, and that damping ratios are

independent of scale. Thus, the rotor scaling

laws match those for the tail vane. A given

step change in wind direction will lead, at

the same wind speed,to the same cyclic pitch

amplitude, no matter what the scale. Figure

5 shows also the time scale for a MOD-OA size

machine with 5 times the diameter of the test

rotor.
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FURL TEST DATA

A number of power-off and power-on furling tests

were conducted and several automatic furlings

occurred" in response to rotor overspeed. A

particularly severe furling test consisted of

a sudden power cut wlthsimultaneous Start of

furling as it could occur by the blowing of a

fuse in the alternator load circuit. Figure 6

shows the time history for such a case. The ini-

tial conditions were 16._ miles per hour wind

speed, 170 rotor RPM, 15- furl angle. The furl

angle reached its maximum value of 80 u after 4.3

seconds (15-/sec). The rotor speed reached the

maximum of 225 RPM after 3.3 seconds. After 8

seconds a gust occurred increasing the wind speed

to 20 miles per hour. At the same time the power

was inadvertently cut in for 2 seconds, The_

declined steadily. The overspaed ra£io for this

power cut-out case was 225/170 - 1.32. The rotor,

the transmission system and the generator must

be capable of occasionally sustaining such an

overspaed. If the power cut-out should happen

together with the beglnning of a gust, the over-

sp_ed would be greater. A higher furl rate than
15-/sec would reduce the overspeed after power

cut-out. The wind velocity was measured at 45

feet height, 15 feet below the rotor center.

VIBRATIONS AND DYNAMIC LOADS TEST DATA

The test machine is a modified Astral Wilcon Model

10B mounted on a free standing Unarco-Rohn S.S.V.

60 foot high tower which has been made tiltable

to a near horizontal position to facilitate main-

tenance of the instrumentation. Vibration fre-

quencles and damping ratios were first analyzed

and then corrected from vibration test results

at zero rotor speed. The effect of rotor speed

on the blade natural frequencies as shown in Fig-

ures 7 and 8 was computed. The operational range

is between 120 and 250 RPM. In this range there

is a 3P resonance with the fundamental in-plane

rotor mode. It was found to be hardly noticeable.

The 2P coning mode resonance at an overspeed of

280 RPM is quite strong despite a high damping

ratio of .21. Higher harmonic resonances with

the higher modes were found to be weak. There

is a wide separation between the in-plane mode

frequency and the IP llne. The iP gravity ex-

citation is, therefore, not amplified and no 2P

gravity hub loads exist. The asymmetrical rigid

body mode (cyclic pitch) is placed between the

IP and 3P lines and shows little resonance ex-

citation. This mode is furthermore well damped

with a damping ratio of .26.

Of the various tower and tail boom modes only

the 3 modes listed in Table 2 were found to be

Excitation

Table 2

Tower and Tail Boom Resonances

First Vertical Second

. T/!w_gr Boom Tower
IP 112 160 --

2P 56 80 --

4P 28 40 180

The IP tower excitation at 112 RPM was found

to be mild. there is a IP vertical tail boom

excitation at 160 RPM which has an effect on

almost all dynamic loads as seen in Figure 9,

where the main harmonic contents is indicated

for each graph. The yaw post bending moment

is taken at the upper yaw bearing and peaks

at the vertical tail boom IP resonance of 160

RPM. The tail boom vertical root moment, not

shown in Figure 9, is equal to the yaw post

moment. It appears that the vertical tail boom

resonance affects, in addition to the yaw post,

also the blades. The stresses from these loads

are quite small. The vertical and horizontal

accelerations of the machine Just aft of the

hub are also small, not exceeding _.15g even
at the tower or tail boom resonances.

Table 3 shows the maximum measured dynamic tran-

sient loads at 3 furl angles for yaw post bending,

for flap bending of the rotor center, and for

rotor torque. The IP in-plane bending amplitude

at the rotor center is constant throughout and

determined by gravity loads. Despite the two

bladed rotor and despite rapid yawing the test

machine is quite benign with respect to dynamic
loads and vibrations.

Table 3

Maximum Transient Loads + in-lbs

Furl_Angle RPM Yaw Post Flap Bend. Torque
15 v 200 4100 2500 1170

30° 200 3500 3100 1160

45 ° 144 3700 440 670

In-plane bending: 1800 in-lbs throughout

Analyses for several potential linear aeroelastic

instabilities were performed. Bending torsion

blade flutter up to 400 RPM cannot occur. A

whirl instability of the two bladed rotor is

predicted for equal rotor support stiffness

in the vertical and horizontal direction. Due

to the free yawing the horizontal rotor support

stiffness is zero and analysis as well as tests

showed that in this case no whirl instability

exists. The Coleman type of mechanical insta-

bility from coupling of the in-plane blade mode

with the rotor support mode was analyzed and

found to occur far above 400 RPM. The rotor

rigid body mode frequency coalesces with the

In-plane mode frequency at about 350 RPM. A

closed form approximate solution showed a slight

negative damping ratio of the coupled mode.

A more elaborate finite element analysis resulted

in positive damping of this mode. One can con-

clude that the test machine is free of linear

aeroelastic instabilities.*

STARTING TEST DATA

The wind velocity required for starting depends

on the system friction torque and on the aero-

dynamics of the inner blade section. Due to

*The aeroelastic and vibration analyses were

performed by the graduate students T.W.H. Ko

and S.Y. Chen, under the supervision of Professor

D.A. Peters.
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the feathering mechanism of the Astral Wilcon

Model 10B machine, 30% of the inner blade has no

aerodynamic section but merely a circular shaftT

Though _._e tesh rotor has no feathering mechanism

and could have an aerodynamic section extending

close to the hub, the available Model 10B blades

were used to keep the cost of the test machine low.

Figure i0 shows a comparison of the test blade

planfo[m with a possible planform of a production

blade, which would have, according to the anal-

sis, twice the starting torque and a consider-

-- ably improved performance. The measured con-

tributions to Lhe starting rotor torque were:

Rctor shaft and gearbox 3.5 foot ibs.

Alternator 1.0 foot lbs.

_Iternator belt drive 1.0 foot ibs.

Tet_l 5.5 foot ibs.

Figure I! _hows the time history of a starting

test less belt drive, that is with 3.5 foot ibs,

startlng f_iCti0n. The production type blade

would have about the same characteristics with

7 foot ibs. Starting friction. With 8 miles per

ho_r ave_ag6wind velocity the rotor accelerates

steadily to 40 RPM within 40 seconds. It then

takes off very rapidly and reaches 120 RPM in

another 10 seconds. The cyclic pitch amplitude is

initially large with an occasional stop contact at

+11.5 ° during the first few revolutions. Beyond

40 RPM the amplitude reduces to a small value of
o

+2 . Starting tests were conducted up to a furl

angle cf 60 u. Somewhat higher wind velocity

is required for starting at higher furl angles.

STASTICAL TEST DATA

Due to the fluctuating wind velocities it is dif-

ficult to obtain data on steady conditions. The

data _ints in Figure 12 of rotor power vs. rotor

speed were obtained during brief periods of ap-

proximately Steady wind. For both unfurled and

_ 40 ° furl conditions the data follow closely the

constant torque coefficient line Co/O = .008, see

also Figure 4. The highest two pornts were taken

during gusts when the rotor was accelerating.

The _er from the torque mater reading was cor-

rected for the accelerating torque. The total

torque including the inertia torque is again on

the CQ/O = .008 line.

The statistical data presented in Figures 13 to 18

were obtained with a microcomputer. For each dy-

namic variable 128 samples per second were taken.

The c_puter then updated mean, standard de-

_z:zz e:_ : _:viation, overall maximum and overall minimum.

After completing this task for all measured var-

iables, the next set of 128 samples per second

per quantity was taken. The intervals between the

sample Sets were about 3 seconds. For each sample

set of one second duration the wind velocity was

z _ measured and the i/2 meter per second wide velo-

city "bin" was determined for that particular

set. Each run lasted for about one hour.

Figure 13 shows a typical distribution of sample

sets. A logarithmic scale is used for the number

of sample sets. Each wind speed "bin" between

2 and 6 meter per second contains about 100 sample

=

sets, whereby each set contains 128 samples

per measured quantity. The average power oo-

efficient for each bin is shown in Figure 14.

At low wind speed this coefficient is high be-

cause the inertia of the decelerating rotor

adds to the shaft torque. At high wind speed

the power coefficient is low because the inertia

of the accelerating rotor subtracts from the

shaft torque, see also Figure 12. If 0he-weighs

the average C_ value in each wind speed bin

with the number of sample sets in this bin,

and if one then takes the weighted average over

all bins, one obtains the value of C = .46.

This represents the ratio of the energy trans-

mltted during the run to the shaft over the

total wind energy flowing through the disk during

the period of the run.

Figure !5 shows the distribution of the average

power coefficient for 45- furl angle. The C

values are now much lower, the weighted average

over all bins is C = .18.
P

Figure 16 shows an example of the distribution

of mean and standard deviation of the rotor

RPM over the bins. For steadycondltlons the

tip Speed ratio X should be independent of wind

speed. Actually the tip speed ratio is higher

at low wind speed, because the rotor runs faster

than for equilibrium, the tip speed ratio is

lower for high wind speed, when the rotor runs

slower than for equilibrium.

Ffgure 17 shows an example of the mean, standard

deviation, maximum and minimum of the cyclic

pitch amplitude vs. rotor _ "bins" at 30 °

furl angle. Th: v_rtical scale is in volt,
whereby 1 volt 5- cyclic pitch amplitude.

For l_w RPM the mean cyclic pitch amplitude

is _5-, for higher RPM it is about _2.5-.

Figure 18 shows an example of the effect of yaw

rate on the cyclic pitch amplitude. Yaw rate
, n O .

blns of 3 /sec. wldth were used and the mean

and standard deviation of the cyclic pitch amp-

litude in each bin was determined. For the case

of Figure 18 the furl angle was 20 °, and the yaw

rates were obtained from the yaw post rotation

due to wind direction changes. Only yaw rates

in the furl direction were considered. For the

opposite yaw rates the cyclic pitch amplitudes

are about 30% smaller. A 14U/sec. yaw rate

produces a mean cycl_c pitch amplitude of _4 O

which is in agreement with analytical estimates.

CONCLUSIONS

The test data taken with the experimental wind

turbine during close to i00 hours of operation in

winds up to 36 miles per hour have shown that

the two bladed vane stabilized rotor with passive

cyclic pitch variation can be continuously oper-

ated power-on at yaw angles up to 50- with a low

level of dynamic loads and vibrations. The

machine can also be rapidly yawed with with rates

or more th_n !50/sec without a noticeable in-

crease in dynamic loads and vibrations. In par-

tially furled conditions the rotor power can be

held to a small fraction of the power when un-

furled. With the present furl rate of 15°/sec
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a sudde_ power loss results in 32% overspeed.

So far automatic operation of the furl control

was limited to overspeed furling. A fully auto-

matic furl control is belng developed.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

K. Hohenemser

From: A. smith

Q: Why such high A3 angles? And is the high rigid body frequency due to A3?

A: A3 has been selected to place the frequency of the rigid body mode between 1 P and

3 P. This gives a A3 of about 20 °
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